Background: People with multiple sclerosis (MS) often report poor sleep, fatigue, sleepiness, depression and cognitive dysfunction. Interrelationships between symptoms and sleep are poorly understood. Objectives: To document objective parameters of sleep measured by polysomnography (PSG) and multi-sleep latency tests (MSLTs) in patients experiencing fatigue or sleepiness and to determine whether they correlate with symptoms. Methods: Thirty-two MS patients, not on therapy, with fatigue or sleepiness completed the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale, Fatigue Severity Scale, Epworth Sleepiness Scale, Beck Depression Index and NeuroTrax cognitive tests and underwent PSG and MSLTs. Results: Sleep efficiency (SE) averaged 75.1%. wake after sleep onset (WASO), sleep onset latency and multi-sleep latency were 66.2, 43.4 and 10.43 min, respectively. Stage N3 and rapid eye movement sleep were absent in 10 and four patients, respectively. Increased limb movements were observed in eight patients. Obstructive sleep apnea was observed in 12 patients. Neither SE nor WASO correlated with fatigue or sleepiness. SE correlated with the global cognitive score and with executive function and information processing subscales. Conclusions: Overall, 30/32 MS patients reporting fatigue or sleepiness had evidence of one or more sleep disturbances. PSG should be considered in MS patients reporting fatigue or sleepiness in order to rule out treatable disturbances.
Introduction
Compared to healthy controls, people with multiple sclerosis (MS) report more difficulty with poor sleep, 1 fatigue, 2 sleepiness, 3 mood disturbance 4 and cognitive dysfunction. 5 The interrelationship between these symptoms is poorly understood.
Fatigue and excessive daytime sleepiness are distinct symptoms. Fatigue has several related definitions. The MS Council defines it as ''a subjective lack of physical and/or mental energy that is perceived by the individual or caregiver to interfere with usual and desired activities.'' 6 More recently, it has been defined as reversible motor and cognitive impairment, with reduced motivation and desire to rest. 7 Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) refers to an abnormal likelihood of dozing during normal waking hours. Fatigue is one of the most frequently reported symptoms in MS with a prevalence of over 75%. 8, 9 EDS is less common than fatigue with several studies reporting rates from 1934%, as measured by the Epworth Sleepiness Scale. 3, 8, 1012 A relationship between fatigue and sleepiness has been reported in some studies, 3, 8, 10 while other studies found that these symptoms were independent. 12, 13 Conflicting measures of sleep disturbances are seen in different studies of MS patients. In some studies, sleep efficiency (SE) did not differ between MS patients and healthy controls, although MS patients had more sleep stage shifts or arousals. 14, 15 In other studies, SE was reduced in MS patients compared to controls. 12, 16 Some studies have shown a higher incidence of sleep disordered breathing in MS, 17, 18 while other studies did not find an increased incidence of this symptom. 12, 15, 19 Relationships were found between the presence of fatigue and either reduced SE or disrupted sleep in several studies. 3, 12, 14, 18 The purpose of this study was to document objective parameters of sleep measured by polysomnography (PSG) and multi-sleep latency tests (MSLTs) in a population of MS patients experiencing fatigue or sleepiness and to determine whether they correlate with measures of fatigue, sleepiness, mood or cognition.
Methods

Patients
Patients were recruited as part of the NAPS-MS study to determine whether natalizumab therapy affects parameters of sleep in MS patients reporting fatigue or sleepiness (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01591551). The study was also designed to determine interrelationships between objective parameters of sleep and measures of fatigue, sleepiness, mood and cognition. A cohort of 37 patients initiating natalizumab (Tysabri) therapy was recruited from three sites. At the time of study entry, patients were not on a disease-modifying agent. The study was approved by an institutional review board and all patients gave valid informed consent. For inclusion patients had to be naïve to natalizumab and have an Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) 20 value from 06.0 and an age from 1865 years. Patients were excluded if they did not speak English or had severe depression (score !32) on the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II). 21 Patients were also excluded if they had severe cognitive impairment or coexisting medical conditions as determined by the site principal investigator. In order to select for a population with either fatigue or sleepiness, the patients needed to score over nine on the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), 22 over 30 on the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS) 23 or over four on the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS). 24 Of the 37 patients who were recruited, 33 passed the screen with three patients not meeting the fatigue or sleepiness criteria and one patient having severe depression. One patient withdrew consent before the sleep studies were performed and was excluded from the analysis. The remaining 32 patients underwent PSG. MSLTs were performed the next day in 31 of these patients. Patients often take medications for MS symptoms such as fatigue, spasticity, mood, pain, and insomnia. These medications may impact fatigue, daytime sleepiness, pain, mood, cognition, and objective measures on PSG or MSLT. Table 1 summarizes these medications and demographic data for the 32 patients.
Evaluations
During the screen visit, patient demographic data and a medical and MS history were obtained. The EDSS score was determined by an individual trained in this evaluation. The MFIS, FSS, Visual Analog Scale Fatigue (VAS-F) and ESS were completed to assess fatigue and sleepiness. The 21 questions of the MFIS are grouped into the physical, cognitive and psychosocial subscales consisting of nine, 10 and two questions, respectively. Depression was assessed with the BDI-II. During the screen, cognition was assessed with NeuroTrax testing (Houston, Texas, USA), a computerized battery that has been validated for MS patients. 25 Normalized scores are standardized relative to cognitively healthy individuals of similar age and educational level. Results are fit to a scale with mean ¼ 100 and standard deviation (SD) ¼ 15. Patients underwent additional NeuroTrax testing on the day of their first infusion, an average of 29 days after the first test. The average of the two pre-treatment tests was used for analysis.
Overnight PSG was performed by certified technicians and interpreted by board certified physicians. The AASM manual for the scoring of sleep and associated events: Rules, terminology and technical specifications was used to perform the studies and to report the results. 26 PSG was scheduled to be performed within four weeks of the screen; however, two patients had the PSG/MSLT performed between four and eight weeks after the screen. The absolute time and percent of stage NI, stage N2, stage N3 and stage REM sleep were reported. Sleep onset latency (SOL), SE, and wakefulness after sleep onset (WASO) were determined. Respiratory measures including the apnea hypoxia index (AHI), respiratory disturbance index (RDI) and oxygenation nadir were measured. The periodic limb movement index (PLMI) and limb movement arousal index (PLMAI) were determined. The morning after the overnight PSG, patients underwent the MSLT. 27 The sleep latency of each of the four or five naps and presence or lack of REM sleep were reported.
Statistical analysis
Values are reported as the mean±standard deviation (SD). Analysis was performed with SPSS V22.0 software (IBM). The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to determine whether a sample was normally distributed. Pearson's coefficient was used to determine the correlation between two normally distributed samples. When samples were not normally distributed, the non-parametric Spearman's correlation was used. For between-group analysis, the non-parametric Mann Whitney U-test was used. Significance was determined with a two-tailed test.
Results
Measurements of fatigue and sleepiness
The study population was moderately fatigued with an MFIS of 45.81±13.83, FSS of 5.07±0.98 and VAS-F of 5.94±2.38 cm ( Table 2 
Sleep parameters
Patients underwent overnight PSG; the PSG data are summarized in Table 2 Limb movements and REM behavior disorder Eight of the 32 patients (25%) had periodic limb movements of sleep. These patients had a mean periodic limb movement of sleep (PLMS) index of 18.91 and PLMS arousal index of 3.1. Of these patients, three had mild PLMS with a PLM index between 515, four had moderate PLMS with an index between 1530 and one had severe PLMS with an Index of 32. The mean PLMS index for all 32 patients was 5.22 and the overall mean PLMS arousal index was 0.91 (Table 2) . PLMS had a significant impact on sleep quality in only 
Cognition
The Mindstreams NeuroTrax computerized test was used to measure cognitive function in MS. Cognitive data was normalized for age and education and is displayed in Table 2 . SE correlated with the global score as well as the executive function and information processing subscales (Table 3) . Duration of WASO negatively correlated with the verbal function subscale but not the global scale or other subscales. The duration of the sleep onset latency negatively correlated with executive function and attention. The AHI and TAI did not correlate with cognitive measures. Furthermore, MS patients with OSA did not differ from those without OSA in the global score or any of the subscales (Mann-Whitney U tests, p > 0.05). The duration of daytime sleep latency on MSLT negatively correlated with the global cognition score.
Sleep disturbance
In this study, 30/32 MS patients reporting either fatigue or sleepiness had objective evidence of a sleep disturbance on either PSG or MSLT (Table 4) . Over 70% of the MS patients experienced more than one sleep disturbance.
Discussion
Objective evidence of a sleep disturbance includes reduced sleep efficiency, increased WASO, absence of N3 slow wave sleep, absence of REM sleep, sleep disordered breathing, periodic limb movements and reduced daytime sleep latency. In this study, 30/32 MS patients reporting either fatigue or sleepiness had objective evidence of one or more of these sleep disturbances on either PSG or MSLT (summarized in Figure 3 ). Most patients (72%) experienced more than one disturbance. A similar high frequency of sleep disturbances was noted in a study of fatigued (MFIS !45) and non-fatigued MS patients. They found that 25/26 fatigued MS patients undergoing two nights of home PSG had objective evidence of relevant sleep disturbances. 18 We found that this cohort of fatigued or sleepy MS patients had a reduced SE of 75.1% (normal !85%). This finding is in agreement with multiple studies that performed PSG and found SE ranging from 73.682.8%. 12, 1416, 18, 28, 29 Furthermore, the MS patients in these studies had more WASO than the control patients. Our finding of an average of 66 min of WASO is similar to results from other studies, which found a range of 58.189 min. 12, 15, 16, 18 Interestingly, we found that 10 of 32 patients had no stage 3 sleep and the average patient had less than 8% stage 3 sleep, compared to the normal value of 25%. This percent of stage 3 sleep is similar to the 9.510.8% found in two previous studies 14, 18 but less than the near normal 2128.2% seen in other studies. 12, 15, 16, 18 Obstructive sleep apnea was seen in 38% (25% mild and 13% moderate or severe OSA) of the patients in the current study. For our analysis, hypopneas required a 30% or more reduction in airflow and a 4% oxygen desaturation to be counted as defined in the 2007 AASM scoring manual. 26 An earlier definition requiring a 50% reduction in airflow and either a 4% oxygen desaturation or an arousal has been used in some studies. 30 The more recent criteria tends to be more stringent. 31 For example, one study diagnosed OSA in 58% of fatigued MS patients using the 1999 criteria and 11% using the 2007 criteria. 15 Most studies using the more stringent definition of hypopnea found a prevalence of OSA ranging from 019%. 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 28 Differences in BMI and disability may explain part of the discrepancy between studies. We found that higher BMI correlated with a higher likelihood of OSA. In one study of 62 patients, only 11% had OSA, but the patients had a lower BMI than those in the current study (BMI ¼ 26.0 compared to 28.9 in the current study). 15 In a large cohort of 42 patients, some of whom were scored with the 1999 criteria and some with the 2007 criteria, 64% were found to have OSA. 17 This group had a mean BMI of 32.0. Additionally, 31% of those patients had an EDSS !6.0. Of the five patients in the current study with an EDSS !6.0, four had OSA.
We found that 25% of the patients in the current study had PLMS on overnight PSG, but only one individual had a PLMS arousal index of greater than five. Therefore, in our cohort, PLMS appears to play a minimal role in sleep disruption. The mean PLMS index of 5.22 reported in this study is much lower than mean indices of 1618 reported in three other studies. 12, 14, 15 The mean sleep latency for daytime naps of 10.43 min in this study is similar to that reported by several other studies 12, 15, 28 but shorter than the 1617 min observed in some studies. 29, 32, 33 Narcolepsy is rare with only one patient meeting the criteria in the current study with documented hypersomnia and two or more SOREM periods. Kaminska et al. found similar results with 1/62 patients in their cohort meeting the diagnostic criteria. 15 As with these other studies in MS, there was no correlation between MSLT and ESS.
To our knowledge, this is the first paper investigating a relationship between objective parameters of sleep and cognition in MS patients reporting fatigue or sleepiness. We found that reduced SE correlated with reduced scores on the global cognitive scores and the executive function and information processing subscales. Patients with longer WASO performed worse on the verbal function subscale. Other studies have shown that OSA negatively affects performance on cognitive testing; 34 however, we found no association between the presence or absence of OSA and cognitive performance in this study.
The current study is limited by the absence of a control arm of non-fatigued MS patients. To enter the study, patients needed to present with either moderate or severe fatigue and/or sleepiness. Only one patient presented with sleepiness without fatigue. Another study with objective measures of sleep that included a non-fatigued arm found no significant difference between SE or WASO but did find a higher total arousal index in patients with fatigue. 12 As this study only enrolled patients who were planning on initiating natalizumab therapy, the results may not be generalizable to all MS patients
In conclusion, sleep disturbances are common in MS patients reporting fatigue. Poor SE may contribute to reduced cognitive function. PSG should be considered in fatigued MS patients to exclude treatable sleep disorders.
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